Gene synthesis technology: recent developments and future prospects.
Gene synthesis is a potentially powerful tool in molecular biology that has not yet reached widespread use because of the relatively high cost and labor-intensive nature of the process. This paper reviews some recent technological developments and current research activities of this laboratory which promise to greatly reduce the cost of gene synthesis and to increase the speed and efficiency of the process. We recently developed an improved device for "segmented" synthesis of oligonucleotides, which utilizes porous Teflon wafers containing derivatized controlled pore glass supports to simultaneously synthesize up to 100 different DNA sequences. The stepwise coupling efficiency with the "wafer synthesis device" is as high as that attained with current automated "gene machines" producing 1-4 oligonucleotides at a time, whereas the reagent usage is only 20-50% that of the current DNA synthesizers. At present, we are optimizing the conditions for rapid, efficient assembly of genes on a solid-phase support, wherein ordered, stepwise annealing/washing is performed to segmentally elongate a "starting" oligonucleotide attached to a solid-phase support. We expect that the wafer synthesis device (operated at reduced scale of synthesis), together with solid-phase gene assembly, will permit the synthesis and assembly of an average size gene (1 kb) in one week at a cost of less than $1000. These developments should make gene synthesis a routine and powerful tool in molecular biology.